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Abstract

We consider a system that allowsn networked users to share control over a robotic web-
camera. Each user guides the camera pan, tilt, and zoom, by drawing a rectangle in the user
interface. The server adjusts the camera to best satisfy the user requests, by solving a geometric
optimization problem that requires fitting one rectangle to many. We improve upon previous
results with anO(n3/2 log3n) time exact algorithm for this problem. We also present a simple
and practical near-linear timeε-approximation algorithm. We have implemented the latter and
report on preliminary experiments.

1 Introduction

Background. Robotic webcameras are now commercially available. They can be placed at sites
of major interest, such as a sports event, rock concert, rescue operation, or space station. Live
images from the site are accessible to many users via the Internet. Since the camera is robotic, its
pan, tilt, and zoom parameters can be controlled by the users on-line. The challenge is to find the
parameters that best satisfy many simultaneous users.

In existing robotic webcamera implementations [Can02, Glo02], each user gets exclusive con-
trol of the camera for a given time slot, after which the control moves to the next user in the queue.
This has numerous disadvantages. At any given time, all users but one are inactive and prone to
frustration. A potentially malicious user has complete control over the camera for a whole time
slot. At events of wide interest, the majority of users never get to participate, since the event is
long over before their turn arrives.

We propose a system where users share control over the camera at all times. Every user speci-
fies the desired camera parameters via an intuitive interface. The server determines an orientation
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: The content of the panoramic window of the ShareCam user interface is shown in (a) and
(b). For the sake of clarity, we do not show the preview image of the whole region accessible by the
camera that is usually shown to ShareCam users in this window. The solid rectangles are requests
made by 18 users of the system. The camera rectangle computed by our approximation algorithm
is shown dashed in (a). For comparison, (b) shows the optimal camera rectangle, computed by a
brute force algorithm.

and zoom for the camera that aim to best satisfy the requests. Users are free to update their requests
at any time, and the camera adjusts dynamically. The system is scalable, allowing any number of
users to join or leave.

Underlying our “ShareCam” system are efficient geometric algorithms for selecting the opti-
mal camera position. Their task is to dynamically adjust the camera in a way that best satisfies the
desires of the users. Clearly, these server-side algorithms in charge of the camera have to success-
fully reconcile sometimes drastically different user requests. These algorithms are the focus of this
paper.

Additional applications. Aside from the obvious applications to entertainment, the ShareCam
system can be used for education, journalism and research. Moreover, the geometric algorithms
presented in this paper are applicable in other scenarios of shared (possibly Internet-based) control
of a single mechanism, for instance the collaboratively operated industrial robot arm described
by Goldberg and Chen et al. [GC01, GCS+01], the remotely managed waste cleanup system
presented by Cannon and McDonald et al. [Can92, MSGC97], and the “Tele-Actor” system of
Goldberg and Song et al. [GSK+02], in which the motion of a single human agent is driven by
multiple user votes. Our algorithms can also be applied to certain other optimization problems that
require fitting one rectangle to a set of input rectangles, encountered, e.g., in architecture and city
planning.
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Problem formulation. The ShareCam user interface consists of two windows. The first displays
the live visual stream received from the robotic camera. The second is a panoramic window that
shows a fixed image of the whole accessible region of the camera (e.g., the overview of the sta-
dium). This is the window in which the users specify their requested camera parameters (pan,
tilt, and zoom). This is done by simply drawing an axis-parallel rectangle that delimits the part
of the accessible region that is currently of interest to the user. The rectangle has a fixed aspect
ratio corresponding to the aspect ratio of the camera. Thus such a rectangle uniquely specifies
the orientation and zoom of the camera, as requested by the user. A small rectangle corresponds
to a large requested zoom level, implying that the user wishes to see the delimited area in detail.
The panoramic window also displays the rectangles drawn by other users currently logged into the
system, as well as thecamera rectangle, showing the area currently viewed by the camera; see
Figure 1.

At any given time, the ShareCam server is thus faced with the following geometric optimization
problem (referred to below simply asthe ShareCam problem). Given a collectionR = {R1, . . . ,Rn}
of axis-parallel rectangles with a common aspect ratio (called theuser rectangles), wheren is the
current number of users, find an axis-parallel rectangleCopt (called theoptimal camera rectangle),
with the same aspect ratio, that maximizes theglobal satisfaction function

S(C) = SR(C) =
n

∑
i=1

Si(C),

whereSi(·) is theindividual satisfaction functionof useri. This function measures the similarity
of Ri andC, and can be defined in several possible ways. We introduce the following function,
which we call Intersection Over Maximum (IOM):

Si(C) = IOM(C,Ri) =
Area(C∩Ri)

max(Area(C),Area(Ri))
.

If C is disjoint fromRi , Si(C) = 0; if C overlapsRi exactly,Si(C) = 1; if C partially overlapsRi ,
0 < Si(C) < 1; increasing the size ofC while keeping the overlap areaC∩Ri fixed causesSi(C)
to diminish. The last property encourages the camera to not only have the requested area in view,
but also at the appropriate zoom level. After all, if the user requests the camera to concentrate
on a certain detail, having this detail on screen but at a much lower zoom level does not bring
perfect satisfaction. Otherwise, the optimal camera rectangle would always tend to contain the
whole accessible region, with little consideration of user requests.

Another similarity function that can be adopted asSi(C) is the Intersection Over Union (IOU)
measure, also known as the Jaccard measure [Bro97, HGKI02, VH00]:

IOU(C,Ri) =
Area(C∩Ri)
Area(C∪Ri)

.

Intersection Over Union is directly related to the Symmetric Difference (SD) measure:

SD(C,Ri) =
Area(C∪Ri)−Area(C∩Ri)

Area(C∪Ri)
= 1− IOU(C,Ri).
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The unnormalized version of the SD measure was used by de Berg et al. [dBCD+98] to assess the
dissimilarity of two polygons.

Although Intersection Over Union satisfies the properties described above for Intersection Over
Maximum, it does not possess the favorable properties of the latter, as analyzed in Section 2. We
thus adopt Intersection Over Maximum throughout the sequel.

Previous work. The ShareCam problem bears some resemblance to other geometric optimiza-
tion problems, in particular to variants of thep-center and thep-median problems [AS98]. How-
ever, no question substantially similar to the ShareCam problem has, to our knowledge, been pre-
viously studied.

The ShareCam problem was introduced by Song, Van der Stappen, and Goldberg [SvdSG02],
who have also outlined preliminary solutions. They discretize the range of zoom values that the
camera can adopt into a set ofm equally spaced values. A specific zoom fixes the side lengths
of the camera rectangle, since its aspect ratio is fixeda priori. Hence, for a given zoom value,
the ShareCam problem simplifies to fitting afixedrectangle to the set of user rectangles. Song et
al. [SvdSG02] show how to solve this problem in timeO(n2). They thus compute the optimal
camera rectangle independently for each zoom value, yieldingm candidate rectanglesCi , each of
them optimal for a specific zoom. They then choose the one that provides the highest value of the
satisfaction functionSR(Ci). The overall running time of the algorithm is thusO(mn2).

This procedure finds the camera rectangle that is optimal among all rectangles with one of the
m allowed zoom levels. The discretization of the range of zoom levels makes sense in light of the
limitations of current robotic camera technology, and allows for practical algorithms. The iteration
over the set ofm different zoom levels slows down the computation by only a small constant.
Unfortunately, the above algorithm takes timeO(n2) even when the zoom is fixed.

Our contribution. Following Song et al. [SvdSG02], we search for an optimal camera rectangle
independently for each zoom level of the camera, and then choose the global optimum. The focus
of our work is thus obtaining more efficient algorithms for solving the ShareCam problem when
the size of the camera rectangle is fixed.

For this setting, we present an exact algorithm that runs in timeO(n3/2 log3n). This compares
favorably with the quadratic running time achieved in [SvdSG02]. This result is described in
Section 4.

We also present anε-approximation algorithm that runs in timeO(N logN), whereN = O
(

nlog2(1/ε)
ε2

)
.

Specifically, for a given parameterε > 0, our algorithm finds in this time a camera rectangleC that
satisfiesS(C) ≥ (1− ε)S(Copt), whereCopt is the optimal camera rectangle for the given zoom
level. In other words, the algorithm computes, in near-linear time, a camera rectangle whose satis-
faction value is as close to optimal as specified byε. This result is described in Section 3.

Our approximation algorithm is simple and practical. We have implemented it shortly before
the submission of this extended abstract, and have run a preliminary series of experiments that
demonstrate its viability. This is described in Section 5.
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Figure 2: The graph of the satisfaction functionSi(·) is shown on the left. The height map of
another such function is shown on the right, partitioned by dashed lines into nine regions over
which it is differentiable. Darker colors indicate higher values; black marks the maximal value
reached by the function; white marks value zero. Note that perceptual distortions introduced by
the human visual system might make the gradation of color from black to white seem non-linear
in the side regions, despite its actual linearity.

2 Preliminaries

As described in the previous section, we can assume that the zoom level of the camera is fixed.
The camera rectangle is thus determined by the coordinates of its center pointp in the plane, and
can be expressed asC(p). We are given a setR = {R1, . . . ,Rn} of user rectangles. For a given user
rectangleRi , the satisfaction functionSi(·) can be viewed as a bivariate function defined over the
two-dimensional plane:

Si(p) = δiArea(C(p)∩Ri),

whereδi = 1/(max(Area(C(p)),Area(Ri))) is constant, sinceArea(C(p)) is determined by the
fixed zoom level. The graph ofSi has the form of a plateau, as illustrated in Figure 2. The locus
of pointsp for whichC(p)∩Ri 6= /0, and thusSi(p) > 0, is the Minkowski sum ofRi with 2C(o),
whereo = (0,0) is the origin. We denote this rectangle byD(Ri). It can be partitioned into nine
regions over whichSi(p) is differentiable:

(i) The central region, over whichC(p)⊆Ri orRi ⊆C(p). Over this region,Si(p)= min(Area(C(p)),Area(Ri))
/ max(Area(C(p)),Area(Ri)), which is constant.
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(ii) Four side regions, over which two corners ofC(p) are insideRi , or two corners ofRi are
insideC(p). Over each of these regions,Si(p) is a linear function.

(iii) Four corner regions, over which one corner ofC(p) is insideRi and one corner ofRi is
insideC(p). Over each of these regions,Si(p) = a+ bx+ cy+ dxy, where(x,y) = p and
a,b,c,d are appropriate constants.

A useful property ofSi(p) is that it is piecewise linear over anyx-parallel ory-parallel line.
That is,Si(p) is a piecewise linear univariate function whenp ranges over(x,c) or over (c,y),
for any constantc. In particular, consider sweepingD(Ri) with a y-parallel line`, say from left to
right. At the first phase of the sweep,` intersects the two left corner regions and the left side region;
during this phase, the graph ofSi(p) over` is a trapezoid whose height grows linearly, while the
lengths of its bases remain fixed. At the second sweeping phase,` intersects the central region and
the top and bottom side regions; during this phase,Si(p) over` is fixed. The last sweeping phase is
a mirror image of the first, at which the height of the trapezoidal graph ofSi(p) over` diminishes
linearly until it becomes zero.

3 Approximation Algorithm

We start with an informal overview. The algorithm proceeds as follows. First, for everyi, we
construct a collection of weighted rectangles thatε-approximatesSi(p) in the following sense:

Definition 3.1 (a) A functiong(·) is said toε-approximatea function f (·), if:

• For allx∈ R2, g(x)≤ f (x).

• For allx∈R2, such thatf (x)≥ (ε/50)c, we have(1−ε) f (x)≤g(x), wherec= maxp∈R2 f (p).

(b) For a setR of weighted rectangles in the plane, letWR (·) be the correspondingweight function,
returning for each point in the plain the cumulative weight of the rectangles that contain it. A set
R of weighted rectanglesε-approximates a functionf (·) if WR (·) ε-approximatesf (·).

Theε-approximation ofSi(p) is obtained by subdividingD(Ri) into a collectionRi of rectan-
gles, and setting the weight of a rectangler ∈ Ri to be the minimal value attained bySi(p) over
r. This is similar to the standard procedure of discretizing a function in order to efficiently com-
pute its integral. The precise way in which we generate the subdivision ofD(Ri) is described in
Lemma 3.2. Informally, we ‘slice’ the graph ofSi(p) at numerous heights, project the slices onto
thexy-plane, obtaining a number of level sets ofSi(p), and, for each pair of (almost) consecutive
level sets, approximate the area bounded by these two curves by axis-parallel rectangles, whose
weight we define as the height of the lower among the two level sets that bound them.

Consider the overall collectionR = ∪iRi of weighted rectangles obtained by independently
approximating each functionSi(p) by Ri , for 1≤ i ≤ n, as above. Consider themaximally covered
point p0 that maximizes the value ofWR (·). Lemma 3.3 shows thatC(p0) is a 3ε-approximation
of the optimal camera rectangle. Our problem thus reduces to finding the maximally covered point
given a collection of axis-parallel rectangles. Theorem 3.4 shows how this can be done efficiently
using a sweep-based algorithm.
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3.1 Approximating the Individual Satisfaction Functions

Let us now fill the gaps left by the above high-level description. We start with theε-approximation
of Si(·) by a collection of weighted rectangles.

Lemma 3.2 For a user i, one can compute a setRi of O
(
(log(1/ε)/ε)2

)
rectangles, such that

WRi(·) is anε-approximation of Si(·).

Proof: See Figure 3 for an illustration of our construction. By an appropriate affine transformation
we can assume that both the camera rectangle and the user rectangleRi are squares, and that the
side length of the camera rectangle is 1. Such affine transformation exists because the camera
rectangle andRi have the same aspect ratio. We assume without loss of generality that the bottom
left corner ofRi lies at(1/2,1/2), and its side length isα > 1. The latter assumption can be made
due to the fact that the definition ofSi(C) = IOM(C,Ri) is symmetric with respect toC andRi .

We can trivially ε-approximateSi(·) in the side regions where it is a linear function, using
O(1/ε) weighted rectangles that form a ‘staircase’. The central region ofSi(·) can be represented
precisely by just one rectangle. We are left to treat the four corner regions. Since the function
Si(·) is symmetric, it suffices to show how to construct anε-approximation for only one of these
regions. We thus show how to approximateSi(·) on the square[0,1]× [0,1], which is the bottom
left corner region ofSi(·).

We note that the construction described below is insensitive to scaling, and for convenience
multiply Si(·) by α2. This ensures that maxp∈R2 Si(p) = 1.

For j = 1, . . . ,M, let γ j =
{

p∈ [0,1]2
∣∣∣Si(p) = β j

}
, whereβ j = min((1+ ε) jε/50,1) and

M =
⌈
log1+ε(50/ε)

⌉
= O

(
log(1/ε)

ε

)
. Thus the curveγ j is theβ j -level set ofSi(·), i.e., the planar

projection of the horizontal cross-section (‘slice’) of the graph ofSi(·) at heightβ j . M will be
referred to as thenumber of slices.

Notice that our carefully made assumptions imply thatSi(p) = xy for p= (x,y) ∈ [0,1]2. Thus,
Si(p) = β j implies y = β j/x. The curveγ j is thus simply the image of the univariate function
f j(x) = β j/x inside the unit square.

Let Pj be the minimum link polygonal path that lies between the curvesγ j and γ j+1. We
consider the set of allPj , for 1≤ j ≤M−1, and construct its vertical decomposition [dBvKOS00].
This results in a collection of rectangles, all lying betweenγ j andγ j+2, for various 1≤ j ≤ M−2.
We define the weight of each such rectangle as the heightβ j of the lower curveγ j . These are
the weighted rectangles that approximateSi(·) in the bottom left corner region. Their number is
bounded by the complexity of the vertical decomposition, which isO(∑M

j=0

∣∣Pj
∣∣).

We now show how to compute the chainsPj and analyze the quantity∑M
j=0

∣∣Pj
∣∣. Fix a number

j and assume for simplicity thatβ j+1 < 1. Define the chain asPj = p1p′1p2p′2 . . . p′mj−1pmj . The
pointspk andp′k are computed as follows.

Let x j,1 = β j+1 = (1+ ε) j+1ε/50 and

p1 = (x j,1, f j+1(x j,1)) =
(
(1+ ε) j+1 ε

50
,1

)
∈ γ j+1.

p1 is the first vertex ofPj . The odd vertices ofPj lie on γ j+1 and the even ones lie onγ j . We
compute an odd vertexpk of Pj by shooting a horizontal ray to the right fromp′k−1 until it hits
γ j+1. We compute an even vertexp′k by shooting a vertical ray down frompk until it hits γ j .
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Figure 3: The height map of the weight functionWRi(·) of the rectanglesRi that approximateSi(·)
. The number of slicesM is 15.

More formally, letpk = (x j,k, f j+1(x j,k)) ∈ γ j+1, and consider the vertical segment emanating
from pk downward until it hitsγ j . Let p′k = (x j,k, f j(x j,k)) ∈ γ j denote the endpoint of this segment
on γ j . Next, letx j,k+1 be thex coordinate of the intersection point ofγ j+1 with the horizontal ray

emanating fromp′k to the right. By construction,x j,k+1 is the solution to the equationβ j
x j,k

= β j+1
x j,k+1

.
Thus, eitherx j,k+1 = 1 (i.e., we have reached the right ‘opening’ of the area betweenγ j andγ j+1),
or x j,k+1 = (1+ ε)x j,k = (1+ ε)k−1x j,1 = (1+ ε)k−1β j+1. This yields

pk =
(
x j,k, f j+1(x j,k)

)
=

(
(1+ ε)k−1β j+1,

β j+1

x j,k

)
=

(
(1+ ε)k+ j ε

50
,

1
(1+ ε)k−1

)
,

and

p′k =
(

(1+ ε)k+ j ε
50

,
1

(1+ ε)k

)
.

This completes the specification of the chainPj . We have

∣∣Pj
∣∣ = O

(
log1+ε

1
β j+1

)
= O(M− j) ,

and∑M
j=0

∣∣Pj
∣∣ = O(M2) = O

(
(log(1/ε)/ε)2

)
. This completes the proof of the lemma.

3.2 Approximating the Global Satisfaction Function

We have shown in the previous subsection that an individual satisfaction functionSi(·) can be
efficiently ε-approximated by a setRi of weighted rectangles. We next prove that the unionR =
∪iRi , for 1≤ i ≤ n, is a good approximation for the global satisfaction functionSR(·). Specifically,
the following lemma implies that the weight functionWR (·) 3ε-approximatesSR(·).

Lemma 3.3 Let g1, . . . ,gn be n functions that respectivelyε-approximate the functions S1, . . . ,Sn.
Let U = maxp∈R2 SR(p) and let U= maxp∈R2 ∑n

i=1gi(p). ThenU ≥U ≥ (1−3ε)U.
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Proof: Let popt = popt(R) be the point realizingU. Clearly, if for i = 1, . . . ,n, we havegi(popt)≥
(1− ε)Si(popt) then the claim trivially holds, asU ≥ ∑n

i=1gi(popt)≥ (1− ε)U.
This fails if for somei, gi(popt) < (1− ε)Si(popt), which by Definition 3.1 holds only if 0<

Si(popt) < (ε/50)ci , whereci = maxp∈R2 Si(p). Let I =
{

i
∣∣∣Si(popt) < (ε/50)ci , i = 1, . . . ,n

}
and

define
U− = ∑

i∈I
Si(popt) and U+ = ∑

i /∈I ,i=1,...,n

Si(popt).

Note thatU = U−+U+. If U− < εU, we are done, asU ≥ (1−ε)U+ ≥ (1−ε)2U ≥ (1−3ε)U.
Thus assume thatU− > εU. Consider a functionSi(·) that contributes (positively) toU− and
observe thatC(popt)∩Ri 6= /0. Thus,Si(popt) < εmaxp∈R2 Si(p). Also note that either at least one
of the corners ofC(popt) is insideRi , or, alternatively, two of the corners ofRi are insideC(popt).

Consider the former case first. Letq1,q2,q3,q4 be the four corners ofC(popt), and letq1 be a
corner that lies insideRi . Clearly,Si(q1) ≥ ci/4; this is true whenever the center of the camera is
placed inside the rectangleRi .

In the latter case there are two corners ofRi insideC(popt), andRi is smaller thanC(popt). It
can be easily verified that this implies (again) that

max(Si(q1),Si(q2),Si(q3),Si(q4))≥
ci

4

Let ϕ(p) = ∑i∈I Si(p). We have

ϕ(q1)+ϕ(q2)+ϕ(q3)+ϕ(q4) ≥ ∑
i∈I

ci

4
≥∑

i∈I

50
4ε

Si(popt) >
12
ε

U− >
12
ε

εU = 12U,

which implies that maxcϕ(qc) > 3U > maxcS(qc)≥ maxcϕ(qc). A contradiction.

3.3 Computing the Approximate Camera Rectangle

The previous subsections show that we can reduce the problem of finding anε-approximate camera
rectangle to the problem of finding, given a collection of weighted axis-parallel rectangles, the
maximally coveredpoint in the plane that maximizes the cumulative weight of the rectangles that
contain it. Indeed, putE = (log(1/ε)/ε)2. Lemma 3.2 shows that we can(ε/3)-approximateSi(·)
with a collectionRi of O(E) weighted rectangles. This collection can trivially be computed in
time O(E logE). (With a little more insight, it can actually be computed in timeO(E), but the
crude boundO(E logE) will suffice.) Consider the collectionR =∪i=1,...,nRi . Lemma 3.3 implies
thatWR (·) ε-approximatesS(·). To compute anε-approximate camera rectangle it thus suffices
to find the pointp0 = maxp∈R2 WR (p), which is the maximally covered point in the above sense.
In the proof of the following theorem we show how this can be done in timeO(N logN), where
N = |R |= O(nE).

Theorem 3.4 Given a setR = {R1, . . . ,Rn} of user rectangles and a parameterε > 0, we can
compute a point p0 ∈ R2, such thatSR(p0) ≥ (1− ε)maxp∈R2 SR(p), in time O(N logN), where

N = O
(

nlog2(1/ε)
ε2

)
.
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Proof: In light of the above, we concentrate on computing the pointp0 = maxp∈R2 WR (p). This
is done with a sweep-based algorithm. We sweep the collectionR with a vertical line`, from left
to right. At any given time, the intersectionR ∩ ` is a collection of weighted intervals oǹ. This
collection changes only wheǹreaches the left (resp., the right) side of some rectangler ∈ R . At
this point, a weighted interval oǹappears (resp., disappears). Throughout the sweep we maintain
the maximally covered point oǹ. That is, given the collection of weighted intervals on`, we
maintain the point oǹ that maximizes the cumulative weight of the intervals that contain it. The
heaviest point among those maintained in this fashion during the sweep is the pointp0 we are
looking for.

It remains to give the details of the data structure we maintain on`. Recall that at any given
time we have a set of weighted intervalsI and we want to keep track of the maximally covered
point. We use a modified version of the segment tree [dBvKOS00]. It is a balanced binary tree on
the elementary intervals into which` is partitioned byI . Every leafu corresponds to an elementary
interval i(u); every inner nodev corresponds to the intervali(v) that is the union of the intervals
corresponding to its children:i(v) = i(left(v))∪ i(right(v)). In addition, every node stores pointers
to a setS(v) ⊆ I of weighted intervals fromI . The intervalsS(v) are those intervals ofI that
containi(v) but do not containi(parent(v)).

In addition to the above standard components of the segment tree structure [dBvKOS00], we
associate with every nodev the weightw(v), defined to be the cumulative weight of the intervals
S(v), and the ordered pair(p(v),w(p(v))) that specifies the maximally covered pointp(v) among
all points ini(v), and the weightw(p(v)) of this point. These parameters, as the rest of the segment
tree, are initialized bottom-up. For a leafu, the pointp(u) is set to be an arbitrary point ini(u),
and its weightw(p(u)) is set tow(u). For an interior nodev, if w(p(left(v))) > w(p(right(v))),
we setp(v) = p(left(v)) andw(p(v)) = w(p(left(v)))+ w(v); otherwise,p(v) = p(right(v)) and
w(p(v)) = w(p(right(v)))+w(v).

It is clear that the maximally covered point on` is the pointp(r) associated with the rootr
of the tree. Standard analysis implies that the tree can be constructed inO(mlogm) time, where
m= |I | [dBvKOS00]. Recall, however, that we need to maintain the data structure dynamically
through the sweep. We do this as follows. Project all the horizontal edges of all the rectangles
of R horizontally onto they-axis. This results in a subdivision of this axis intoO(N) intervals.
We construct a balanced binary tree on the elementary intervals of this subdivision. This tree
serves as a backbone for our segment tree, and ensures that the segment tree remains roughly
balanced through the sweep. Inserting or removing a weighted interval now amounts to updating
the information associated with certain nodes of this fixed tree. The properties of the segment tree
imply that the number of nodes affected by any single insertion or deletion isO(logN), and that
they can be traversed inO(logN) time [dBvKOS00].

We start the sweep from−∞ with the weightw(v) of every nodev in the tree being 0; the
number of weighted intervals intersecting` in the beginning is 0. We then sweep the collectionR ,
inserting and removing intervals into the data structure as we go along, until we get to+∞, where
all the weights are 0 again. We makeO(N) insertions and deletions, and standard analysis shows
that each such operation can be carried out in timeO(logN) [dBvKOS00]. The overall running
time of the sweeping algorithm is thusO(N logN), which subsumes the timeO(N logE) needed
to construct the approximation rectanglesR . This completes the proof of the theorem.
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4 Exact Algorithm

We will extend the sweeping algorithm of Theorem 3.4 to compute the exact maximum ofS(·).
Unfortunately this extension is not trivial, since we are now not sweeping a collection of weighted
rectangles, but rather a collection ofn individual satisfaction functionsSi(·). The cross-section of
each such function with the vertical sweep-line` changes continuously for part of the sweeping
process, and this cross-section is no longer a weighted interval on`, but rather a trapezoid-like
function. We need to maintain the maximum of the sum ofn such continuously changing functions
throughout the sweep. Fortunately, the favorable properties of the functionsSi(·), described in
Section 2, will come to our rescue.

For a specific 1≤ i ≤ n, let Li be the set of eight lines (four horizontal and four vertical)
that partition the plane into rectangular cells, such that inside each cell, the functionSi(·) is dif-
ferentiable. See Figure 2 and note thatSi(·) = 0 inside the 16 unbounded cells of the arrange-
ment of Li . Let the collection of the 9 bounded cells (rectangles) of this arrangement beEi ,
and defineE = ER = ∪i=1,...,nEi . Also let G = GR denote the (grid) arrangement ofL, where
L = LR = ∪i=1,...,nLi .

Lemma 4.1 The maximum ofS(·) is achieved at a vertex ofG .

Proof: Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that the maximum ofS(·) is not achieved at a vertex
of the gridG , but rather at a pointp that lies in the interior of a cell or an edge ofG . Assume,
without loss of generality, that the edge in the latter case is horizontal. Let` be the horizontal line
spanned byp. Let f (t) = S(`(t)) be the restriction ofS to `. The properties outlined in Section 2
imply that the univariate functionf (t) is piecewise linear, and is linear inside each elementary
interval on` (these are the intervals bounded by consecutive intersections of` with the vertical
lines ofL). Since, by assumption,p lies inside such an elementary interval, the value off (·) on
one of the endpoints of this interval is at least as large asf (p). If p lies on an edge ofG , this brings
an immediate contradiction. Otherwise, ifp lies in the interior of a cell ofG , consider the endpoint
p′ of the elementary interval oǹthat containsp, for which f (p′)≥ f (p). (Sincep is assumed to
be the maximum, we actually have thatf (p′) = f (p).) p′ lies on some vertical linè′ ∈ L. We can
repeat the same reasoning as above with respect top′ and`′, showing thatS(p′′)≥ S(p′), for one
of the endpointsp′′ of the elementary interval oǹ′ that containsp′. This is a contradiction that
proves the lemma.

This lemma shows that it is sufficient to search for the maximum ofS(·) on the horizontal lines
`1, . . . , `m of L. Let y1, . . . ,ym be they-coordinates for which̀ i ≡ (y = yi), respectively. Define
also fi(t) = S(`i(t)). As follows from Section 2,fi(t) is piecewise linear, and is linear in between
consecutive vertical lines ofL. We seek to locate maxt maxi=1,...,n fi(t). This will be achieved with
the help of the data structure described in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2 Let P(t) = {(a1,g1(t)), . . . ,(au,gu(t))} be a set of u points that are moving along
vertical trajectories in the plane, at constant speeds. That is, g1, . . . ,gu are linear functions. Then

(a) The upper partCH (P(t)) of the convex hull of P(t) undergoes O(u) combinatorial changes
throughout time.

(b) CH (P(t)) can be maintained in a kinetic data structure of size O(u) that allows estimating
its extreme point in any direction in time O(logu). The data structure can be initialized in
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time O(ulogu) and undergoes O(ulogu) structural changes (events) throughout time. Each
change can be processed in time O(log2(u)). The overall time needed to maintain the data
structure is thus O(ulog3u).

Proof: Part (a) is a standard exercise: Since all points move at fixed speeds, no point can leave
CH (P(t)) and then appear on it again. Any point thus appears and disappears at most once. Since
any combinatorial change ofCH (P(t)) is caused by some point appearing or disappearing, this
proves part (a).

To construct the data structure of part (b) we use a divide and conquer approach, and modify
the data structure of Overmars and van Leeuwen [OvL81] to our needs. Here is a sketch of the
basic idea: Split the points into a left half and a right half, and process the halves recursively. This
yields a binary tree. For every node in the tree, the recursive processing yields the two separate
hulls associated with the children of this node. We connect them by a bridge that we associate with
the node. Part (a) implies that this bridge undergoesO(ui) changes throughout time, whereui is the
number of points handled by the subtree rooted at this node. The data structure thus hasO(ulogu)
structural changes at all of its levels. Its size is linear inu since every node maintains only a
constant amount of information that specifies the bridge between the hulls of its two children. The
above recursive initialization process takesO(ulogu) time. We omit the technical details, which
can be found in Overmars and van Leeuwen [OvL81]. In particular, each structural change can be
handled in timeO(log2u).

To correctly handle the motion of the points we need to transform the above into a kinetic data
structure (see Basch et al. [BGH99] and Guibas [Gui98]). Any node in our tree contains a bridge
(between the convex hulls of its left and right children), which can be certified, in the sense of
[BGH99], using a constant number of certificates, see Figure 4. Namely, by inspecting the four
adjacent edges to the bridge in the children convex chains, and the (moving) points that define
them, we can in constant time compute the first time where this bridge is no longer legal. Putting
these time events into a queue, we can detect the next time when the convex hull undergoes a com-
binatorial change, and then handle these internal events by performing the appropriate insertions
and deletions in the data structure. See [BGH99] for further details.

As for estimating the extreme points ofC H (P(t)), observe that at any timet, our data structure
is (essentially) the data structure of Overmars and van Leeuwen. As such, it can answer the queries
as claimed.

This lemma suggests the following approach to our problem of maintaining the maximum of
S(·) over the sweep-linè: Maintain the convex hull of the moving points(yi , fi(t)) as described in
the lemma, and keep track of its highest point through time. The problem is that the functionsfi(t)
are not linear but piecewise-linear, so we might need to appropriately update the data structure
whenever the sweep-linèreaches a vertical line ofL. At each of theO(n) such vertical lines,
a linear number of points(yi , fi(t)) might change their velocity (this happens when the function
fi(t) changes its slope), so overall the number of updates we have to perform might be as large as
quadratic.

We overcome this difficulty by batching successive lines`i into batches of cardinalityk= d
√

ne.
Namely, we defineLi =

{
`k·(i−1)+1, . . . , `k·i

}
, for i = 1, . . . , r, wherer = dn/ke. We will also denote

by Pi the batch of points
{
(yk·(i−1)+1, fk·(i−1)+1(t)), . . . ,(yk·i , fk·i(t))

}
that corresponds toLi . Let

us now look closer at the behavior of these points.
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Figure 4: For a bridgeqt stored at a nodev, we have to maintain a certificate that testifies thatqt
is a valid bridge. Herep,q, r (resp.,s, t,u) are the three consecutive vertices of the convex hull of
the points stored in the left (resp., the right) subtree ofv. These certificates testify that the triplets
(u,s, t), (s, t,q), (q, r, t),(p,q, r) of moving points are not collinear. For each such certificate, we
compute the time when it is violated; namely, when the three relevant points become collinear.
These are the times when the convex hull of the moving points changes and we need to update the
data structure.

The velocity of a point belonging toPi changes whenever the sweep-line` reaches a vertical
edge of one of the rectangles inE, such that this edge contains the mentioned point. However, if
this rectangle edge contains all the points in the batchPi , we can handle the velocity changes of
all these points together. Specifically, we can associate a functionBi(y, t) with Li , such that for a
point(y j , f j(t)), f j(t) = Bi(y j , t)+g j(t), wherei is the number of the batch that contains this point.
For all i, the points

{
(yk·(i−1)+1,gk·(i−1)+1(t)), . . . ,(yk·i ,gk·i(t))

}
are stored in the data structure of

Lemma 4.2. Thus, handling a rectangle edge that contains all ofPi amounts to updatingBi(y, t)
(in constant time), and the invariantf j(t) = Bi(y j , t) + g j(t), for all points(y j , f j(t)) in Pi still
holds. We call an event as aboveglobal with respect to the batchi. Otherwise, if the encountered
rectangle edge contains only some of the points inPi , the event is said to belocal with respect
to this batch. Every event is local with respect to at most two batches, and global with respect
to at mostO(

√
n) (which is their total number). Whenever a batchi encounters a local event, we

explicitly update the velocities of all the points in the batch, and simply rebuild the data structure
associated with it.

Recall that our goal is to locate the maximum ofS(·). Lemma 4.1 implies that it is sufficient
to compute, for alli = 1, . . . , r, the highest point on the upper hullCH (Pi) of Pi , and to do so only
whenever this batch is being updated because of a global or local event.

Let us explain how we handle this computation whenPi encounters a global event. Since the
convex hullCH (Pi) is maintained in the data structure described in Lemma 4.2 we can locate its
highest point in timeO(logn). The points stored in the data structure do not take into account
the global functionBi(y, t). SinceBi(y, t) is linear iny for a fixed t, adding this function to all
the points, as described above, simply ‘skews’ the convex hull. Finding the highest point on
the ‘skewed’ hullBi(y, t) + CH (Pi(t)) is equivalent to finding the extreme point ofCH (Pi(t))
in a specific direction, which can be inferred fromBi(y, t) in constant time. As follows from
Lemma 4.2, this can be done in timeO(logn).

Overall, a global event can be easily be handled in timeO(logn) per affected batch. We first
update in constant time the associated functionBi(y, t), and then find in timeO(logn) the highest
point on the skewed convex hull. This point is a candidate for being the highest point ofS(·), and
as such, it is compared with the highest point encountered so far. Since there areO(

√
n) batches

andO(n) events (vertical edges of rectangles fromE) throughout the sweep, the processing of all
global events takes timeO(n3/2 logn).
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Figure 5: The robotic camera used by our system.

When a batch encounters a local event, we explicitly rebuild the associated data structure. We
thus need to deposit at this pointO(

√
nlog3n) units of time, to cover for the time we will need to

maintain this data structure, as explained in Lemma 4.2. Also, whenever we rebuild the convex
hull as above, we compute its highest point, which is a candidate for being the highest point of
S(·) as above. Overall, processing a local event takes timeO(

√
nlog3n) per batch. Since there are

O(n) events, and each of them is local for only two batches, this amounts toO(n3/2 log3n) time
spent on local events overall. Combined with the above analysis of global events, this yields the
following main result of this section.

Theorem 4.3 Given a setR = {R1, . . . ,Rn} of user rectangles, we can compute a point p0 ∈ R2,
such thatSR(p0) = maxp∈R2 SR(p), in time O(n3/2 log3n).

5 Implementation and Experiments

We have implemented the approximation algorithm of Section 3 shortly before the submission of
this extended abstract. Our preliminary implementation platform is a Dell Latitude C640 laptop,
with a 1.8GHz Mobile Intel Pentium 4 processor and 256Mb of RAM. The programming language
is C++. We use the Canon VC-C4 pan/tilt/zoom robotic camera, shown in Figure 5. Figure 1 and
Figure 3 were produced using our implementation. In both figures, the number of slices made by
the algorithm to approximate the individual satisfaction functions isM = 15, and henceε = 0.38
(see Section 3).

Figure 1(a) shows 18 user rectangles and the camera rectangle computed by our algorithm.
Figure 1 (b) shows the optimal camera rectangle for this input; it was computed for comparison by
a brute force algorithm that essentially iterates over all possibilities. We can see that with as little
as 15 slices, the produced approximation is very close to optimum; the satisfaction valueS(Copt)
of the optimal solution in Figure 1(b) is 2.766, and the satisfaction value of the approximation
in Figure 1(a) is 2.668. Preliminary experiments indicate that the dependence of the approxima-
tion quality of our algorithm onε is considerably better than the conservative bound of(1− ε)
guaranteed by Theorem 3.4.

We have executed a number of experiments to test the performance of the algorithm. Its speed,
as a function of the numbern of users, is plotted in Figure 6. For the purpose of this experiment,
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Figure 6: Running time of the approximation algorithm in centiseconds (=10×milliseconds), as a
function of the number of users.

the user rectangles were generated at random. For the first two data points on the graph,n = 200
andn = 400, the reported running time is 1 centisecond (= 10 milliseconds = 0.01 seconds). This
is the smallest unit of time measured by our currently used timing API, and the actual running time
of the algorithm is presumably smaller.

In the immediate future, we plan to fully integrate the algorithm into the existing ShareCam
infrastructure, which includes a functional networking module [Sha02]. This infrastructure was
made operational during the previous stages of the project, and currently relies on the algorithm
of Song et al. [SvdSG02]. Once our new algorithm is integrated into the system, we plan to
thoroughly compare the performance of it and its predecessor.
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